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Lucie Vagnerova
[Interview by Marie Čtveráčková, Mary C], TRIGGER Synth Library Prague Vol. 1 (November 2018).�



A music historian and core Lecturer in Music Humanities at Columbia University, Her PhD is in
Historical Musicology. Her dissertation "Sirens/Cyborgs: Sound Technologies and the Musical
Body" (2016) explores the role of the body in electroacoustic music and her research spans women
composers of electronic music, media history, sound art, and issues of gender, race, and labor in
audio culture, experimental music, and popular music. She has taught courses on the Western
classical tradition, non-Western music, popular music, and sound art and directs a public outreach
project called For the Daughters of Harlem: Working in Sound that invites young women of color
f rom New York's public high schools to discuss, make, record, and produce music at Columbia.

l often ask musicians what is their favorite instrument,
do you, as a researcher, have any particular favorite
instruments of research you Iike to use?

l am a big believer in collaborative work, which hasn't been

a traditional instrument of research in music studies and still
tends to be underused and undervalued. There are so many

cenef its to collaboration. Whether we're talking about co-

authored research or co-organized conferences, scholars get

a fuller picture of a project by working from multiple personal

ard disciplinary viewpoints. Collaboration also allows us to
- tice the limitations of our disciplines and perspectives, Finally,

:: Iaboration is an important vehicle of equity work in American
;:ademia; if an established senior scholar works with a junior

.:holar f rom a background underrepresented in the academe
.lch as women and gender-nonconformin9 peísons, people

_ 
- :olor, individuals with disabilities, and intersections thereof ),

- s can ease the steeper path to academic seniority faced by

:-,se populations. Of course, a lot of single-authored acadentic
is actually the product of collaboration: the work of

uate students, administrative staff, junior colleagues, and

spouses has often been uncredited and unpaid.

ln your doctoral thesis you talk about gendered
and racial terms and practises in the field of
music. what are the notions and terms that
might be getting in the way in this sense?

pation in music has long been restricted by social, cultural,
political forces, many of them operating along the lines of

and race. Women were barred from singing in church
rs, dissuaded from composing, unwelcome in research roles

music studios, absent from production and executive roles in

music industry, and even shut out of the academic study of

. Musical practices of the African diaspora in the U.S, have

controlled through mechanisms like school segregation,
laws, copyright laws, the recording industry,..

's a great video of an MTV interview from 1983 where

Bowie calls out MTV for not featuring nearly enough

artists. of course, in some cases, women's work and talent

recognized, but even then it was corralled along gendered

racial lines: Mozart's older sister Nannerl was a celebrated

ichord prodigy who was nevertheless dissuaded from

ing because it was "unladylike"; the classically trained

ist Nina Sirnone was steered into singing blues-derived

of music, contemporary electronic composer Pamela

common assumption that they are singers when they walk into
a rehearsal. The other issue is that the many women composers,
producers, instrumentalists, and academics working today
continue to get less scholarly and critical attention than their
male peers. Singers are perhaps the exception, but they face
a whole other set of gendered obstacles.

You also elaborate on the bodily music, voice
and movement in electronic music. The common
stereotype attached to electronic music is that it is not
"human enough", that the musicians are not connected
with electronic instruments. But in your research you
mention that the body is stillsigniíicantly involved...

Yes. people often describe electronic and digital media practices
as "disembodied." I am fascinated by this term: what does it
really mean, "disembodied"? Also, it seems to me that electronic
music has a lot to say about the body: for one, we listen to it
using our bodies, and many electronic musicians who perform

with vocal filters and controllers seem to foreground and explore
this bodily dimension of electronic and digital music-making.
ln my doctoral thesis, which looks at the music of Joan La
Barbara, Laurie Anderson. Wendy Carlos, Pamela Z, and Laetitia
Sonami, l set out to engage with the relationship of bodies and
technologies in a more detailed and rigorous way than just

calling it "disembodied." For one, l took social and historical
context into account: it seemed to me that women, gender-

nonconforming people. and people of color working in the
historically white and male space that is music technology are
more socially aware of their bodies. l understood this as a form
of expertise, and that's why l was particularly interested in the
way they build connections between bodies and technologies.

you also researched custom built electronic
instruments. Are there any that were particularly
interesting for you in terms of how the
musicians play them or play with them?

l like the late Michel Waisvisz's controller called "The Hands",

which dates back to -l984. lt is clunky and heavy and bound

by dangling cables. At Waisvisz's first performance, the story
goes, the controller malfunctioned and a sampled sound

kept repeating. l like that story because malfunction is such
an integral part of performing with electronic and digital
instruments. and so is clunkiness.

and saxophonist Shelley Washington both speak about the



When we discussed representation on the music scene

and music technology, you mentioned one of your

topics, women's labour, and that it is often forgotten

when we discuss women empowerment or equal

opportunities. What were your findings in this field?

Components used in audio technologies have long been

made by a women-dominated workforce. Today, work in

the electronics assembly industry is mostly done by young,

unmarried, rural migrant women in Export Processing Zones in

Southeast Asia and maquiladora factories in northern Mexico,

amon9 other places. lt's a really vulnerable population whose

work is absolutely central to audio culture and electronic

music-making (as well as academic work - |'m typing this

on my iMac). We, users of audio equipment, phones, and

computers perceive our equipment in specif ic ways because

it's cheap, because it's "Made in China" (or, in the case of some

boutique equipment, Made in Germany or the U,S,A,) and

because we don't think about who actually made it, Meanwhile,

the history of audio and electronic music is usually told as

a string of pioneer narratives: this guy invented this 9uitar, this

other guy invented this loudspeaker...l am interested in revising

our methodologies for writing this history, re-centering it on

this large and disempowered workforce, and examining how

our emotional attachments to audio equipment is structured by

where it comes from.

ln the last few years we have seen some interesting

revisions in the history of electronic music and

science that finally credited women who were unfairly

forgotten. You also contribute to that in your work, Are

there some women that might have inspired you but

are still not credited or praised the way they deserve?

There are too many to name, so let me pick three and tell you

a bit about how they inspire me. l am inspired by the recent

work of sound artist Miya Masaoka, who has a piece called

"Vaginated Chairs"' and wrote a companion manifesto titled

"The Vagina is the Third Ear," Both the piece and the manifesto,

"for vaginas real and imaginary," provocatively re-situate our

notions of who listens and how. They are pieces about sound

as vibration, gender and sexual difference, and the increasingly

sedentary nature of our lives. l am also inspired by the work of

award-winning producer and recording artist Ebonie Smith, who

wrote a brilliant guest column titled "Why Are Female Music

producers Everywhere, yet so lnvisible" for Billboard magazine

early this year. she names the social structures that deny critical

and creative attention to women working in the male_dominated

space of music production, and ends by naming a hundred

women producers. She is also the founder and president of

a not-íor-prof it called Gender Amplif ied, which supports and

celebrates women in music production. Finally, l am inspired by

i";o wol1l€l-] who put pressure on the Museum of Modern Art in
nr:,., York to include works by Women:the first is curator Barbara

-: -..n, ivho made the case for includin9 new media work like

. ^.-_ ?"1and sor_r nd art in MoMA's collections and advocated for

the work of women artists in an important way. The second ls

visua| artist Sabra Moore, who was a vocal critic oí the MoMA

f rom the outside for not showing enough work by women,

organizing protests and making amazing protest art,

Do you think that the situation in academia and

research is getting significantly better for women

and people of colour or are there still some

systemic problems that we should address?

There are some metrics of equity that are not changing at

all. Women, people of color, and LGBTQ+ persons especially

tend to f ind greater barriers to promotion. At the same time,

there is a social expectation that they will do more academic

service work (i.e. work that isn't research or teaching, such as

advising and committee work), Academic service is still not

as valued as research or teaching when it comes to promotion

criteria, and so this population of academics is trapped in

a vicious cycle. ln American higher education we refer to this

as "the leaky pipeline". l don't really like that term - folks from

underrepresented groups aren't an oil leak... Another issue

in American higher education is that the last ten or f ifteen

years have seen a huge shift from hiring professors to hirin9

contingent faculty (such as graduate students, instructors paid

"per course" without full-time jobs or benef its, and lecturers

and visiting faculty). ln spite of many universities'growing

endowments, less and less money pays instructional staff,

A number of graduate student bodies and adjuncts across

the country have unionized, but that is not the case at most

institutions. Finally, women and people of color are at risk for

sexual harassment and inadequate institutional responses to it

My former thesis advisor Ellie Hisama has done a lot of work o

these topics at Columbia, so l have learned a lotfrom her, l hav

also had the pleasure of collaborating with Andrés García-

Molina, an ethnomusicology graduate student at Columbia, on

an article that addresses issues of academic labor as connecte

to issues of curricula (coming out in Current Musicology soon)

All of these inequities affect what is taught, by whom, and hov

How do you approach teaching and sharing

knowledge and experience and how do

you think about a classroom?

l take care to assign writing and media from a variety of peopl

disciplines, and registers, knowing that different texts will spe

to different students. lf your syllabus has no women on it, or if

only features white authors, start over. As l see it, my role isn't

deposit knowledge in students' heads but to help them becorr

better crlticaI thinkers and listeners. l try to identify what eacl

student gravitates towards within the study of music and sout

and encourage them to develop projects on that topic, Also, ar

l know some instructors might brist|e at this, l've come to real

that some of my most important teaching work is about care

and accessibility: f inding an accommodation for a student wil

a disability, inviting a studentto bring her child to class when

childcare falls through, lobbying on behalf of trans* and 9end,

l
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ronconforming students so that they can use their preferred

i]aTnes on a school's online learning platforms, understanding

.nental health issues on par with any other health issues",

One of the projects you organize is Daughters 
l

of Harlem. What was the main goal of the 
;

project and what does it react to? 
;

For the Daughters of Harlem; working in sound is an initiative r

inviting young women of color f rom New York public high

schools to discuss, make, record, and produce their own music

at columbia university under the guidance of invited workshop

]eaders. The project was founded by Ellie Hisama and l was

lucky to be part of it from the beginning and direct it now, The

scope of the project was inspired and origina|Iy f unded by an

Obama White House initiative devoted to supporting women of

color, who are a broadly underserved group in the U,S, ln April

201B, the inaugural workshop hosted a dozen young women,

and in October 20]B, thirteen young women participated over

two weekends under the guidance of professional sound artists,

croducers, and composers.

The broad goal of Daughters is to open up spaces: technologized

spaces of music-making like the recording studio on the one

rand, and the academic spaces of Columbia University and

3arnard College on the other. Speakin9 to the former, research

shows that institutional music studios are still very male-

Jominated, and even though there is less quantitative data

]n race, they are also overwhelmingly white spaces, So the

)aughters project creates a space where a woman of color isn't

a minority: what kind of music and sound art will come out of

:hat?Whatkindofthemeswillsheaddressinhermusic?What
,vill collaboration with her peers look like? speaking to opening

l p the space of the university, Columbia's main campus in upper

',"Janhattan is next to the historically black neighborhood of

-,]arlem, and the university actually expanded into West Harlem

,ecently - a controversial move that displaced five thousand

.esidentsunderthebannerofdeclaringthearea,,blighted,,and
,uling that the university has "eminent domain," Meanwhile,

]olumbiacanbequiteintimidatingtoHarlemresidents:it,san
:lite institution (with stagnating numbers among tenured faculty

:f co|or), there are security officers everywhere, and the West

-.]arlemcampuS(Manhattanville)aestheticallysticksoutfrom

:re rest of the neighborhood. ln my mind, we have the resources

:nd the opportunity to welcome the Harlem community to our

:ampus, recruit students from local public schools, advertise

]olumbia's beautiful Wallach Gallery to the neighborhood,

,rd share some of our resources for makin9 knowledge and

.,t, Finally, the project also aimed to provide a source of music

:,ogramming to students from public schools that do not have

,.sources like electronic music studios, drum machines, or

:asic sound recordin9 technology, and often even lack music

:,ogramming wholesale.
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